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“Time is experienced in the periodicity and rhythm of man’s own life as 
well as in the life of nature.”

- Historian Henri Frankfort







Can architecture act as a vessel through which humanity 
can reintegrate with nature? Can this in turn inform a 
revitalized consciousness of nature and our current 
environmental situation? And can this consciousness help 
unify our civilization to influence an overall systematic shift 
in how we utilize, interact with, and construct the current 
technological phenomena to help heal our earth?



https://docs.google.com/file/d/12hNBbnOiziUgZ0GzuilK_xOwluN-gnZn/preview


“Aristotle’s contention, 
then, is that human beings 
are by nature prone -Aristotle 

“The ancients saw man always as part of society, and society as imbedded 
in nature and dependent upon cosmic forces. For them nature and man 
did not stand in opposition.”  - David Winterton, Architecture and the Vegetal Soul

Image: Antoine Laurent Thomas Vaudoyer, Design for a House for a Cosmopolite

https://www.meisterdrucke.uk/artist/Antoine-Laurent-Thomas-Vaudoyer.html


Sébastien Le Prestre 
de Vauban

Vauban’s 
geographical 
systemization of city 
fortification. 

“Vauban absorbed 
the new way of 
imagining the world 
that forever 
changed our way of 
relating to nature.”

-Winterton



“Architecture was nothing less than the explication of the living world through the 
relationships among its parts,  its symbols, and its hieroglyphs.”

- Winterton



Jacques Ellul (1912 - 1994)

Philosopher, Sociologist, Theologian

“Technique is the totality of methods 
rationally arrived at and having absolute 
efficiency (for a given stage of 
development) in every field of human 
activity.“

-The Technological Society



Image: Alexander Leydenfrost, The March of Science



Henri Frankfort (1897 - 1954)

Archaeologist & Historian

“Speculation is an intuitive, an almost visionary, 
mode of apprehension. [It] transcends 
experience, but only because it attempts to 
explain, to unify, to order existence.“

-Before Philosophy: The Intellectual 
Adventures of Ancient Man



Representation of Consciousness, Robert Fludd, 17th Century English Paracelsian physician.



“The city has become an over-coded environment. You can only do what 
you are supposed to do. Nature is uncoded; free for interpretation.” 

-Bjarke Ingels
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P r o g r a m

“If this new nature of science were approached 
with wonder...could the conceptual constraints 

that had sundered nature from humanity - thus 
defining it conquerable - be resisted?”

-Taken from St. Maux’s Lettres sur L’architecture



“Approaching with a sense of wonder renders one unable 
to possess, consume, or objectify the other.”

  -Professor Rachel McCann, MSU



David Winterton - Architecture and the Vegetal Soul 

(Architect & Theologian )

“All objects in the universe are 
saturated and charged with a 

superfine, vivifying fluid - a kind of 
cosmic energy.”
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